"Something Is Rotten in the State of Denmark" by Patrick Blindauer

ACROSS
1. Something about Mary
5. "101 Dalmatians" character
10. Cannabis product
14. Ornamental chalcedony
15. Future nut tree
16. Weber College state
17. Michael's "Mr. Mom" costar
18. Others, in Barcelona
19. "Everybody Ought to Have a ___" (song from "A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum")
20. With 57-Across, "Hamlet" quote #1
23. Air show stunt
24. Nerds
28. It loses to scissors
31. Contingencies
34. Tripping Timothy
35. Consist of, as a plan
37. The ___ (Warbucks henchman)
39. Forbid
40. "Hamlet" quote #2
44. Brit’s bathroom
45. Co. that owns MapQuest
46. Pedicurist’s stone
47. Make official
50. Achieved, as a sales quota
52. Didn’t just check
53. Leak
55. Police HQ broadcasts
57. See 20-Across
63. "101 Dalmatians" character
66. Bouquet
67. Office reminder
68. Bunches
69. Start of a prohibition
70. Forever and a day
71. Quote, as a source
72. Catcher’s gear
73. Support in one’s old age, perhaps

DOWN
1. Has the ___ for (lusts after)
2. From square one
3. Dishonest-sounding instrument
4. Product once pitched by Billy Mays
5. Gucci of fashion
6. Mollusks with about 300 known species
7. George’s role on "Cheers"
8. Capture
9. Inception
10. Desert Storm carrier
11. Vowel for Homer
12. ___ tai (cocktail)
14. Classic column style
15. It prefers the night life
16. One good at multiplying
17. Emulate a certain reindeer, say
18. Stereotypical pirate
19. Tennis player?
20. Vessel in a ‘63 movie about JFK
21. Moral story
22. Loan app. datum
23. Good place to fly into if you live in Astoria, NY
24. Angel dust, for short
25. Angel dust, for short
26. South Dakota’s state animal
27. Prom rental
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